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INTRODUCTION 

1.1 TITLE OF THE PROJECT: 1.1 
The project is entitled "CALCULATOR SYSTEM" 

1.2 PROJECT DEFINATION: 

A calculator is a small electronics device. That perfroms 
calculations, reqiring manual action for each individual 

operation. 

1.3 OBJECTIVE 
*I can evaluate Common Logs using a calculator. 
*I can codense log expressings using properties. 
*I can use Change Base Rule. 
*I can expand log expressions using properties. 

1.4 TOOLS USED IN THE PROJECT: 

Operating System Windows7 

IDE Turbo C++ 



ABOUT C: 

ISa computer programming language .that means that you can useC 

to create Iists of instructins for computer to follow. C is one of thoOusands or 

programming languages currently is use. The c program structure oriented 

programming language, developed at Bell laboratories in 1970 by Dennis 

Ritchie. 

Cprogramming language feature derived from an earlier language 

called "B" (Basic combined programming language -BCPL). 
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/ Calculator example using C code 
#include stdio. h 
#includeconio.h> 

#include math.h 
#include stdlib.h» 

#define KEY "Enter the calculator Operation you want to do 
/Function prototype declaration 
void addition(): 
void subtraction(): 
void multiplication(): 
void division(): 
void modulus(); 
void power(); 

int factorial(): 
void calculator_operations(); 

/ Start of Main Program 
int main() 

int X=1; 

char Calc_oprn, 

/Function call 

calculator_operations): 

while(X) 

printf("n"): 
printf("%s: ", KEY); 

Calc_oprn-getche(); 

switch(Calc_oprn) 

case+': addition(); 

break 

case' subtraction() 
break; 

case '* multiplication(): 
break; 

case : division(); 

break, 



case : modulus(); 

break: 

case : factorial(): 

break: 

case : power(); 

break; 

case 'H 
case 'h': calculator_operations() 

break; 

case'Q: 
case 'q: exit(0); 

break, 
case'c': 

case 'C: system("cls"), 

calculator_operations(), 
break, 

default system("cls'"), 

printf("n**********You have entered unavailable option"); 

printf"***********\n"): 

printf("n*****Please Enter any one of below available "); 

printf"options****\n"); 

calculator_operations); 

I/Function Definitions 

void calculator_operations() 

Isystem("cls"); use system function to clear 

/screen instead of clrscr(); 

printf("n 
Welcome to C calculator In\n"); 

printf("******* Press 'Q or q' to quit "); 
printf("the program ********\n"); 

printf("***** Press 'H' or 'h' to display "); 

printf "below options *****\n\n"); 

printf("Enter 'C" or 'c' to clear the screen and"); 

printf" display available option \n\n"), 

printf("Enter + symbol for Addition In"); 



scanf"%d", &a); 
printf("Please enter second number: "); scanf%d", &b); 
d-ab; 

printf("nDivision of entered numbers-%dn".d); 

void modulus() 

int a, b, d-0; 
printf"nPlease enter first number : "); 
scanf("%d", &a), 
printf("Please enter second number : "); 
scanf"%d", &b); 
d-a%b, 
printf("nModulus of entered numbers %dn",d); 

void power() 

double a,num, p; 
printf( " nEnter two numbers to find the power \n"); 

printf"number: "): 
scanf("%lf",&a), 

printf("power: "); 
scanf(%lf",&num); 

Ppow(a,num), 

printf("n%lf to the power %lf= %lf \n",a,num.p); 

int factorial() 

int i,fact=1,num, 

printf("nEnter a number to find factorial : "); 

scanf("%d",&num), 

if (num<0) 

printf("nPlease enter a positive number to"); 

printf(" find factorial and try again. \n"); 

printf("nFactorial can't be found for negative"); 

printf" values. It can be only positive or 0 \n"); 

return 1; 



printf"nter symbol for Subtraction in"). printf"Enter symbol for Multiplication n"). pintf"Enter symbol for Division in"). printf "nter ? 

symbol for Modulus n") 
printf"Enter symbol for Power in"). 
printf "Enter symbol for Factorial \n'n"). 

void addition( 

int n, total-0. k -0, number. 
pintt"nEnter the number of elements you want to add") 
scanf "od".&n): 
printf"Plcase enter %d numbers one by onc: in",n), 

while(k n) 

scanf"od".&number): 
total-total+number; 
k=k+1 

printf"Sum of %d numbers = %d n",n,total); 

void subtraction() 

int a, b, c =0; 

printf "nPlease enter first number : "); 
scanf"%d", &a); 

printf( "Please enter second number: "); 
scanf(od", &b); 
c a b; 

printf n%d - %d =%din", a, b, c); 

void mulüplication() 

int a, b, mul=0; 

printf "nPlease enter first numb : "); 

scanf( "%d", &a); 

printf"Please enter second number: "); 

scanf"%d", &b); 

mul-a*b,; 
printf"nMultiplication of entered numbers = %din",mul: 

void division) 

int a, b, d-0; 
printf"nPleasc enter first number "), 



for(i-1:i=num;it+) 

factfact*i 

printf "n"): 
intf"Factorial of entered number %d is:%dn",num,fact): 

return 0; 
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CONCLUSION 

Calculator system is a simple project.Here in this project used Tor it a 
evauate common logs using a calculator.calculators can do only 

addition,substraction,multiplication,and division.it can use change base rule. 

With very limited knowledge and on a very limited on a very limited 

period of time, it is really not very easy to work out complete and perfect 
software.though we have tried our best to improve the quality of software 
there may be some limitations and drawbacks in it.even though calculators can 

do thr basic operations instantly ,students should not be using it all the time. when 
a student is always dependant on acalculator for solving problems of addittions 
substractions,multipications,and division, it may make them incapable of solv-

ing this basic operations manually. 
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